
AN EXPLANATION OF MENOS ARGUMENT AND SOCRATES RESPONSE

Question 1) Explain Menos argument and explain Socrates response. Is his reply successful? Why or Why not? So
Socrates give a few counter-arguments to.

Socrates implicitly includes himself among those who cannot teach virtue since he candidly admits at the
outset that he doesn't know how to define it. The Theory of Recollection The Meno opens with the following
question. Meno is astonished at this reply and accepts Socrates' invitation to define the term. We also see
Anytus, who will one day be one of the prosecutors responsible for Socrates' trial and execution, warn
Socrates that he should be careful what he says, especially about his fellow Athenians. Next Socrates proposes
a definition of color as a kind of effluence from bodies 76c-e. The idea that virtue is a kind of knowledge,
however, does seem to have been a central tenet of Plato's moral philosophy. Therefore, Socrates does not
understand the paradox successfully. He points out that great Athenians like Pericles, Themistocles, and
Aristides were all good men, and they managed to teach their sons specific skills like horse riding, or music.
We recognize them as correct when we confront them. Type of your assignment. You know how looking at a
math problem similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? True opinion is enough to guide
action, as is illustrated by the analogy of merely knowing the way to Larissa without having been there.
Remember, however, that the Meno paradox does not pose a problem for learning in general, but only for
directed inquiry. Each time Socrates asks the slave boy a question, he continues to lead the boy towards the
answer. Or if neither by practice nor by learning, whether it comes to mankind by nature or in some other
way? This seems to support B , rather than A. In addition, Meno is particularly interested how Socrates will
comprehend that the found information is the one that has been required Cohen, Curd, and Reeve 80e. He
appeals to the testimony of priests and priestesses who say that the soul is immortal, entering and leaving one
body after another, that in the process it acquires a comprehensive knowledge of all there is to know, and that
what we call " learning " is actually just a process of recollecting what we already know. He says that this
definition is unsatisfactory, but does not explain why. The essays in our library are intended to serve as
content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. So far, then, we have a number of lessons
relating to the pitfalls and limitations of definition. Thus, the slave boy accepts that he does not know the
response. What Mary knows is that the party begins at 9 pm. Anytus was the main prosecutor in the court case
that led to Socrates's death. We see Socrates reduce Meno, who begins by confidently assuming that he knows
what virtue is, to a state of confusionâ€”an unpleasant experience presumably common among those who
engaged Socrates in debate. They do well enough themselves most of the time, but their opinions are not
always reliable, and they aren't equipped to teach others. Socrates, typically for him, says he doesn't know
since he doesn't know what virtue is, and he hasn't met anyone who does. In addition, the chosen example of
geometry and the method of inquiry actually demonstrated that it is required to have some knowledge
regarding the contexture of what is considered to be unknown. Reading example essays works the same way!
A general definition would be something like this: shape is that which is bounded by color. If learning in
general is impossible, how is the soul able to learn anything in its previous lives? The result of this paradox in
both formulations demonstrates that the investigation is meaningless. Socrates replies that, even assuming
virtue to be a kind of knowledge or wisdom as suggested at 88d , the fact that it cannot be taught does not
mean that people cannot act rightly. Here he seems more confident about the truth of his claims. What makes
you cringe? He says that he too shares in this lack of wisdom and that he has never come across anyone who
knows what virtue is. How many leaves are on that tree? And we saw and heard and had the other senses as
soon as we were born? This is a doctrine that Plato may have learned from the Pythagoreans. The idea seems
to be that a human being eliminates his confusion by eliminating inconsistency in his beliefs. What appears to
be learning something new is really recollecting something already known.


